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The NWO Is The Ultimate Goal I hope you can see through the information I have presented in this article
that at many different levels, the government is either trying to poison us or they are letting corporations
poison us without much if any regulation. You must understand that this systematic poisoning is not just
government malfeasance although that is certainly present , it is all part of a much larger agenda that trickles
down to us from the men who are pulling the strings in our so-called civilized world. The people making the
decisions about what we are to receive are part of what they themselves have called a New World Order or
NWO for short. Both Presidents Bush and Bill Clinton still believe in and have labored towards moving the
US toward a world state where our borders are eliminated and our sovereignty is taken away. Obama of course
wants to fundamentally transform America into this vision of a new world government. So the United States
has had at least four Presidents in a row two Republicans and two Democrats and yet they really have no
differences between them in their ultimate agenda which they are working to achieve. So the agenda of all the
major players is the same, even though their brand name might appear to be different; they are all working at
overthrowing America and bringing about a whole new governmental entity. Very few Americans have even
the slightest clue about where these leaders are taking us or what they are planning for all of us. These people
are focused in one major organization which is the Bilderberg Group or Club named after the hotel where their
first meeting was held. There are a couple of researchers who have followed after these people, and their
yearly meetings all over the world to get to the truth of their agenda. In the United States. A lot is know about
who these people are, what they believe, and who they control. And its all pretty scary. Population Control and
Eugenics One of the key methods that these NWO operatives are using is the attempt to control the population
in line with their belief system. Bush took the radical step of initiating the false flag attacks on America. The
event was so unbelievable and blatant attack right inside the US that our country was flabbergasted by those
events as they unfolded on our television screens. Of course, public opinion immediately turned against those
"responsible terrorist organizations" and we willingly allowed the state to take away many of our rights and
freedoms as it swiftly announced an endless war on terror. But it was all a carefully scripted and audacious
theatrical event in collusion with the mainstream mediaâ€”concocted by our own government. The event with
its photo, video and television coverage was just too audacious for a sitting government to perpetrate upon its
own people. Yet, that is exactly what happened. Only a government the size of ours could have created such a
huge drama like that. Too many defenses had to be down to give it any real hope of success. There has simply
been way too much evidence presented that it was an act of terror by our own government against us. At the
time happened, most Americans including me fell for it. But more and more citizens are starting to question
who was really behind that attack. What Bush did after was to create the TSA, Homeland Security and to
justify all of those intrusive spying on Americans which completely opened the door for Obama to proceed
down the road towards a NWO. None of these Presidents, Republicans or Democrats, have really been friends
of America. There are over seven billion people on planet earth. And there are many who believe that means
six billion or even 6. Here is a short video that I think sums up a lot of the bankers agenda when it comes to
the population control. The elite are monopoly men who literally seek to dominate the world. They are happy
to stay out of the limelight for the most part, but they are quite adept at pulling the strings to buy future
Presidents and leaders of all the western countries before they get power. Many of them have inherited their
beliefs from the teachings of their rich parents. David Rockefeller who is still one of the leaders of this group,
is a classic example of that. His super rich family has been financing world domination and world population
destruction for years. They took a step further and felt that the elitists should be the ones who decide which
people will survive and be allowed to have children. Have you ever heard of eugenics? The term was coined
by Francis Galton back in and it is an unnerving concept. Eugenics is the supposed science of human
engineering in which the inferior races would be eliminated. Most of the founders of the eugenics movement
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were white and they felt blacks were an inferior race who needed to be sterilized. Amazingly, the United
States bought into this demonic pseudo science and many thousands were sterilized. At the forefront of much
of this was Margaret Sanger, the founder of Planned Parenthood. She was in favor of black genocide and said:
The eugenics movement in America actually influenced the Nazis. As Hitler was ramping up his crimes
against the Jews, believe it or not, the Rockefellers financed it. These are the people who are in the process of
shaping our world. When you see how these people have been involved with China it will blow your mind. As
Mao was slaughtering millions of his own people for thought crimes, this same Rockefeller was watching
from the wings and clapping at his genocide! Because China knows it has too many people, and because it
does not believe that humans are anything more than advanced animals, it sees nothing wrong with
slaughtering anyone who disagrees with the state. At the same time, those who are placed in detention camps
for crimes which they really have not committed, are available for rich men like the Rockefellers of this world
if they need a new kidney or some other organ. This is happening now. They have vans where human donors
are slaughtered and doctors instantly provide the needed organ to the waiting rich elitist. When you understand
the full vision of their New World Order it is absolutely terrifying. These people are are beyond evil all
dressed up in suits and ties. Out of their reprobate minds have come maleficent deeds based upon their
conviction that man are merely intelligent animal. And because of their power and wealth they are the most
intelligent of the beasts. So on their whim, the elitists can then choose who they wish trample. Entitled
"Endgame" this is a must-see video. The Bilderberg Group is intrinsically connected to eugenics, the Nazis,
the Chinese Communists, and so many other evils inside their dark minds. And he even stated in that he
thought it would be possible for future totalitarian governments to make people love their servitude through
the use of mind control and drugs. He felt this was "better" because these new elitist governments would
combine methods of terror with mind control and drugs, thus making life easier on its poor downtrodden
human chattel. Huxley was obviously still a believer in the deadly philosophy of eugenics at the end of his
life. At a minimum there have been at least 20, American deaths that we know of which have been caused by
our own government as it has tested unknowing and unwilling subjects. Our country has blatantly tested
poisons, nerve gases, vaccines with mercury and radiation on US troops. The VA given different levels of
radiation pills to pregnant wives of servicemen saying they were vitamins, which caused violent miscarriages
and the death of many of the women. How we have used our own citizens as guinea pigs or lab rats is simply
unconscionable. The mercury injections mentioned above which are still happening was recommended by
Bertrand Russell, a noted British writer and atheist suggested that vaccinations filled with mercury and other
chemicals would create chemical lobotomies would develop a zombie population that would be easy to
control. He said in The Impact of Science on Society, "Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a
very early age, to produce the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of
the powers that be will become psychologically impossible. A full 20 percent of American kids have now been
routinely prescribed some type of anti-depressant. Worse, two thirds of all foster children where the state has
total control are automatically placed on psychotropic drug cocktails of at least seven different drugs making
them behave like zombies. You definitely want to watch the above video so you have a better idea what they
are doing right now to everyone of us in some way same or form. One thing is for sure: Join Our Email List.
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Part autobiographical, part confessional, Why We Want to Kill You helps readers in the West understand the Islamic
mindset, what drives Islamic hatred and violence, and to become more aware of the dangers to which many Americans
and Europeans have become overly complacent. Why We Want to Kill You.

You are not a very smart human being, and you know it. All your opinions and beliefs are wrong, you have a
low IQ and you are of no use to the human race. The only contribution you will ever make to our species is if
you die and your carcass is used as manure, and even then it might be used to grow plants that might be
useless themselves or that would wither and die. Fact is, killing yourself would be the most interesting thing
you would have done in your lifetime. No one will miss you: Face it; no one will miss you if you killed
yourself today. Sure, the process of burying you and the high cost involved in arranging your funeral
proceedings might inconvenience your family members, but it would all be worth it in the end since no one
would have to see your pathetic self ever again. Sure, that might make them childless, but it would be worth it.
Make no mistake; you will not visit paradise when you die. On the contrary, you will journey to the pits of
Hell and pay penance for the sad life you have lived. And you deserve it too. The life you have lived on Earth
has been meaningless and without worth. It is only in the lowest parts of the abyss that you will find purpose.
All men die eventually: It is a simple fact of life; all men die. And what difference does it make? In fact by
choosing not to kill yourself today, you are preparing yourself for a life of suspense. Will you die today? Will
the car you drive tomorrow morning be involved in an accident? Will you choke on your breakfast next week?
You will never know, and not knowing will eat you from inside. The only way to end it all and know for sure
is to kill yourself today and take control of the situation. Think about it; if God is real, then that means we do
not live in a deterministic universe. Everything that has happened, is happening and will happen in the future
has already been written down by God himself. This means you have already been programmed to kill
yourself immediately after reading this article. By opting not to kill yourself, you are going against the word
and plan of the creator. In addition, by refusing to kill yourself even though God has already willed it, you
might break the space-time continuum and might initiate a series of events like creating a black hole which
would ultimately lead to the end of our world as we know it. Seriously, just go ahead and kill yourself.
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Buy a cheap copy of Why We Want to Kill You: The Jihadist book by Walid Shoebat. The most powerfu and authoritative
book written on the causes of terrorism. Walid Shoebat, who is a self-confessed, former Islamic-inspired terrorist,
reveals all.

We are privileged to run this excerpt from his outstanding, newly released book, Why We Want to Kill You. It
is the transcription of a verbal exchange between a Palestinian named Ramzi and Mr. A terrorist mind-set is
concerned with occupation. To them, everything is an imperialist or Zionist conspiracy. The reality is that the
terrorist mind is occupied with half truths. Although many times the terrorist knows the truth, he simply
ignores it. The reason is simpleâ€”he is usually a racist, filled with bias. He views everyone who is
non-Muslim as Kafir, an unbeliever. Whereas, the usual problem with many Westerners is that they have a
very narrow view of traditional, conservative people. The following is a response to a typical Palestinian,
pro-Jihad objection. Itâ€¦fits a common pattern that shows the cookie-cutter mentality: Shoebat, I am totally
opposed to your positions! Today, we have Hamas and the P. How is that a free society? You are a person who
has lost all his roots! I disagree for several reasons: Jesus was from Bethlehem. My roots are connected to the
land where Jesus walked. I follow a faith of a Bethlehemite and not an Arabian. What about Germans who
died as a result of standing up against Hitler? Do you accuse them of losing their roots? Why is it that if
anyone objects to the Palestinian dogma, then they are accused of losing their roots? I am from the Holy Land.
I was born there. No one can take away my roots. It seems to me that you feel free to uproot people as you
wish. You want to expel Jews from Palestine, yet you want to keep only Palestinians in Israel. Why should
Arabs have a right to live in Israel, yet Jews are not allowed to live in Palestine? What roots are we talking
about? Before , we were Jordanians, and before that, we considered ourselves Syrians, and only since have the
people living in historic Judea clinged [sic] to being Palestinians. So, what roots are you talking about? We all
had Jordanian passports all along. Why is it that we wanted to establish a Palestinian state in Jordan? When
King Hussein decided to throw out that brat named Yasser Arafat, they lost that hope of creating a state there.
Why are Palestinians not trying to create a Palestinian state in Jordan? Why is it only in historic Judea? How
have I lost my roots? What roots are you talking about? My old bigoted opinions? Then why do you hate me
so much? So, do you mean to tell me that what Naim Ayyad, my Islamic teacher in high school taught us, that
killing Jewish civilians is o. Are you telling me that it is a lie that Arafat went to mosques and asked women to
give him their children for suicide? Have I fabricated the hate filled cartoons, Holocaust denials, suicide
bombings, or the writings on walls calling for the murder of Jews? I suggest that you come and live one week
in Bethlehem! Maybe then you will know what being a Palestinian nowadays means! Does being a Palestinian
nowadays include killing Arab teenagers and dragging their bodies down the streets of Bethlehem, or are the
executions of Palestinians, by Palestinians, fake? I have seen them on video. Are all these videos fake? Did the
Zionists make these up? Only racists claim victimhood when they ignore what they do to others. We chased ,
Jews out of Arab lands. Are they not victims, too? Quit your bellyaching, and stop that victimhood paranoia.
Arabs want their homes back. No one has a right of return. This should end all this mess. Yet you would not
agree to that. I live the occupation every day! You think Israel was bad? We declared a war on Israel in , we
lost, and now you are crying about an occupation? What about the Jordanian occupation? Why have you never
called it a Jordanian occupation? Why is it only an Israeli occupation? Could it be that the answer is simpler
than you think? This is the only reason why we never objected to a Jordanian occupation, yet we screamed
victim-hood when Israel won the war that WE declared. I feel it [the occupation] every day! I get yelled at
every day by Israeli occupational forces! Stop bombing buses, start singing songs of peace, demonstrate all
over for peace, then see how Jews will fall backwards for you. Yet what did you do instead: You elected
Hamas and proved to the world that you are racists. You severed your ties with Israel, then later complained
about Israel keeping you out. You kept carrying olive branches in one hand, while you carried a bomb in the
other. I would love to see you waiting in a line at a checkpoint to go from your home to your work and then
being turned back by someone 20 years younger than you! I lived there for 18 years. I had to carry my I. Yet I
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saw what I did wrong. I saw why Israelis set up checkpoints. I changed my heart and my mind. I stopped
playing the victim. I moved on with my life. You already expressed your view that we should not be allowed
to go home. What about my land? Who stole my land [in Bethlehem], Ramzi? Or was it Palestinians? Who is
the land-thief? Why can I go to Israel but not to Palestine? Why when truth hits you directly in the face do you
reject it? Why when facts are so obvious do you reject them? Leave a Reply Your email address will not be
published.
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Chapter 4 : Why We Want to Kill You: The Jihadist Mindset and how to Defeat it - Walid Shoebat - Google
Why do Islamic fundamentalists really want to kill us, what drives them and how to fight back. Purchase now for $ and
receive FREE domestic shipping in the USA Why We Want To Kill You for $ and DVD the Three Ex Terrorist for an extra
$ (normal price $) saving of 25% and FREE shipping in the USA.

In this book, Shoebat not only gives insight into his own thinking but carefully analyzes the mindset of many
intellectuals on the cause of terrorism. He also explain the key problems and how to defeat terrorism; he
substantiates his argument from a fascinating and unique perspective. This may be one of our few glimpses
into this world and the lessons we can learn from it are invaluable. A must-read for all. It has fascinating
incites to the thinking of terrorists and terror sympathizers. It clearly defines Islamic fundamenatlist goals and
makes arguments that need to be taken very seriously concerning the the number one problem concerning the
freedoms we now enjoy but are under serious threat. The number one book to read on understanding the threat
of Islamic fundamentalist inspired terror. A former terrorist now on our side is a must read for everyone. An
inside look at anti-Western terrorism By Jill Malter on Nov 04, Human civilization has not always had a
smooth path. As recently as the fifth century, we had a Dark Ages in Europe, in which reason was virtually
repudiated in favor of tyranny. There was a threat of a repeat of that in the s and s in Europe. And there may
be a similar threat at present. Walid Shoebat, a former terrorist, shows, in this somewhat scary book, how
serious the problem is. Quite a few people are being trained as destroyers of society. And if they succeed, that
will be bad for virtually everyone. What do the Islamic fundamentalists say? Well, they say whatever they
please. And they come up with all sorts of demonizing propaganda against Western society. But there really is
no right side of that. How does one reply to the Islamists? Well, there are plenty of ways. One can come up
with a reasoned rebuttal. Or one can simply describe reality and warn that what goes around can come around.
Or one can even answer insults with insults. But none of it does much good. We all need to value truth more in
order to combat this threat to society. I think this book shows that we need to draw the line at demonizing
untruths. I think agreeing with such lies, as a matter of course, as a matter of loyalty, as a matter of principle,
as a matter of laziness, as a way to avoid trouble, whatever, is a giant leap over the line. Shoebat makes a few
specific points that I especially like. One of them deals with the "right of return. What ought to be done about
it? No one should have a "right of return" to them. I would add that very few people who lost their homes in
the s are still alive. Oh, sure, people who lived in those homes are still alive. But most of those were kids, not
owners. These kids never owned the homes, they never developed them, they never paid property taxes on
them, and they may not ever have been the actual heirs to them. Shoebat also discusses "reversalism," which is
just one more way in which pro-tyranny thugs use words as weapons rather than as tools of communication.
This is a way of simply making things up as one goes along, and it generally involves a fair amount of
projection. Is one a big fan of the National Socialists? Then why not call the Jews National Socialists? Why
not call liberation "occupation," why not call sorrow "joy," why not call victims "terrorists," and why not call
the conspirators to terror "victims? Is Islamist terror a problem for Muslims in general? You bet it is, just as
National Socialism was a problem for Germans in general. And it is, of course, a problem for non-Muslims,
just as National Socialism was a problem for non-Germans. Shoebat says that a more recent survey showed
that only ten per cent supported these bombings, but that is still eighteen million people. This is a key untruth,
and if it stands, I think it helps put civilization at serious risk. A new Arab state? As Shoebat tells us, it is the
prosecution of jihad against the West. And what do some Western academics have to say about all this?
Shoebat does mention that there is a problem here, and he quotes a few, including a couple who are at
Columbia University. Yes, Columbia has a problem, but there are some other universities that probably ought
make a more serious attempt to enforce academic standards. What is to be done about the threats posed by
radical Islam? Shoebat has some ideas, including removing the leaders and dismantling hate-filled mosques.
He also favors presenting truth in the media and in academia. I highly recommend this book. Hard to put down
By Patrick K. Danielsen on Aug 18, With very few exceptions, this book is written in a concise manner. I
found it hard to put down. I began reading it, " I expected it to be a hateful book. However, it produces
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verifiable quotes for the reader to further investigate. It provides a view that I am sure is disputed, but the
author has credentials to speak on the topic. This book is worthy of a read by leftists, rightists and
free-thinkers such as myself Finally, an inside look. Quinton on Sep 29, Finally, someone from the inside has
been willing to share the truth in spite of death threats, including from his own family. I believe this is a book
that everyone outside Islam should read, especially our elected officials that only want to talk peace or throw
money at the problem. The war on terror is exactly like Mr. This is a war against a form of Socialism that is to
the extreme. I give him great credit, not only to his faith but to his courage in writing this book. Fox on Sep
14, Who better than a former terrorist to tell you what kind of indoctrination he received as a child, and grew
into a man believing. The author is now a Christian, but only after exhaustive efforts to convince his wife that
Islam is right, and Christianity is wrong. In using the Bible to try to prove it, he found out that he, himself, was
wrong He speaks out now, at the risk of his own life. He could be killed at any time for what he does. The
book is his follow-up to another called "Why I Left Jihad. The book is one you should not miss reading,
because it helps anyone who does not have a full understanding of what we are up against in this war to "get it.
Shoebat gives the most credible insight to what the world faces from the threat of the Islamic ideology that
drives young Muslims all over the world to carry out world Islamic domination. It also exposes the agenda of
"moderate Muslims" who are in a giant scheme of deception and propaganda to disguise the threat. A book
that the main stream media seems to want to avoid because it completely bursts their bubble with someone
who has the real credibilty to undermine their positions of political correctness. An eye-opening read By
Cheryl D. Weber on Jul 14, I thought this was a real eye opener. It is a counter balance to the current news, the
viewpoints of liberals and the position taken by our government. His mother is Christian and kept under the
bondage of sharia law. His father and brothers carried on the tradition of Islam. I was intrigued by the title and
picked it up because I was looking for a book to balance the generally accepted view which I questioned that
Islam is a peaceful, generous and pious faith of the God of both Judaism and Christianity. Since there is no
credible translation of the Quran -- the truth of it is only found in the Original Arabic -- I was interested in Mr.
He also discusses the fact of shaheeds: There is chilling information gleaned from our government records on
statistics, speculations and concerns that have not been reported widely in the press to the American public.
And then watch what is going on in the Middle East and within our own borders. Life is getting interesting to
say the least. At the very least you will have something to think about and a good summer read. Great insights
on a warped death cult By F. Klein on Nov 12, Mr. Shoebat describes a frightening "death cult" that has
emerged from Islam. There are ways to interpret religious texts in such a way to justify great cruelty in the
service of human lust for power. Shoebat describes this phenomenon in Islam. What is scary is that most Islam
in the Middle East is under the sway of these Jihadis, either to preserve the political order where loyalty and
connections trump merit, or as a reaction to the speed of change in a modernizing world. However, he details
the abuse of women and non-Moslems, and the demonization of all who do not follow the path of whichever
charismatic leader has killed his way to the top of the heap. To paraphrase him, evangelical Christians annoy
you by wanting to change your head. Islamists want to cut off your head.
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freedom. More than what you would hear from the pc folks in the news.

I believed in it. Sometimes I think perhaps I was. I approved of it; I joined in the general cry of madness and
despair. I urged men to fight. I was safe because I was too old to go. I was like the rest. What did they do?
Right or wrong, justifiable or unjustifiable -- which I need not discuss today -- it changed the world. For four
long years the civilized world was engaged in killing men. Christian against Christian, barbarian uniting with
Christians to kill Christians; anything to kill. It was taught in every school, aye in the Sunday schools. The
little children played at war. The toddling children on the street. Do you suppose this world has ever been the
same since? How long, your Honor, will it take for the world to get back the humane emotions that were
slowly growing before the war? How long will it take the calloused hearts of men before the scars of hatred
and cruelty shall be removed? We read of killing one hundred thousand men in a day. We read about it and we
rejoiced in it -- if it was the other fellows who were killed. We were fed on flesh and drank blood. Even down
to the prattling babe. I need not tell you how many upright, honorable young boys have come into this court
charged with murder, some saved and some sent to their death, boys who fought in this war and learned to
place a cheap value on human life. You know it and I know it. These boys were brought up in it. The tales of
death were in their homes, their playgrounds, their schools; they were in the newspapers that they read; it was
a part of the common frenzy -- what was a life? It was the least sacred thing in existence and these boys were
trained to this cruelty.
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Why We Want to Kill You. Editor's Note: Walid Shoebat is a former Islamic terrorist who loves Jesus, America, and
Israel. We are privileged to run this excerpt from his outstanding, newly released book, Why We Want to Kill You.

At Bonnier Corporation, your privacy is important to us. This Privacy Policy applies to all of the products,
services, and websites offered by Bonnier Corporation and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies collectively,
"Bonnier". To better protect your privacy, we provide this notice explaining our privacy practices and the
choices you can make about the way your information is collected and used by Bonnier. Jeremy Thompson,
General Counsel N. Privacy Department N. Orlando Avenue, Suite Winter Park, FL You may also ask for a
summary of the information that we have retained, how we have used it, and to whom it has been disclosed.
For your protection, we may require that you authenticate your identity before we provide you with any
information. An overview of the information that Bonnier may collect You are able to take advantage of many
Bonnier products, services, and websites without providing any information that personally identifies you by
name, address, or other personally-identifying information. We only collect personally-identifying information
when you voluntarily submit it to us. Sometimes, we need personally-identifying information in order to
provide you with the products and services that you request. Depending upon the product or service, we may
ask you for a variety of personally-identifying information. This might include, for example, your name,
address, e-mail address, telephone number, gender, and birth date. We may also ask for other information
about you, such as your credit card information when you are making a purchase , interests, income, or
education level. We consider certain identifying information "sensitive. Some types of personal information
will NEVER be requested or collected, such as information on your race or ethnic origin, political opinions,
trade union memberships, religious beliefs, health, sex life, or sexual orientation. You may choose not to
provide us with any personally-identifying information. In that case, you can still access and use many
portions of our websites; however, you will not be able to access and use those portions of any Bonnier
website that require your personal information. Many Bonnier websites include community features, such as
online forums and message boards. Information that is posted in these areas becomes public information and
the use that any third party makes of this information is beyond our ability to control. You should exercise
caution before disclosing any personally-identifying information in these public venues. If you elect to submit
content that includes information that can be used to identify you, you must assume that the content can and
will be displayed on any website on the Internet. At some Bonnier sites and through certain promotions, you
can submit personally-identifying information about other people. Some Bonnier websites also provide
referral services to help you inform a friend about our websites, products, or services. We will only ask you
for the information about your friend that we need in order to do what you request. Our properties may feature
Nielsen proprietary measurement software, which will allow you to contribute to market research, such as
Nielsen TV Ratings. To learn more about the information that Nielsen software may collect and your choices
with regard to it, please see the Nielsen Digital Measurement Privacy Policy at http: These companies may use
information you have shared e. Our partners use this information to recognize you across different channels
and platforms over time for advertising, analytics, attribution, and reporting purposes; any information
collected is stored in hashed or non-human-readable form. These companies typically use a cookie or
third-party web beacon to collect this information. To learn more about this behavioral advertising practice or
to opt-out of this type of advertising, you can visit http: Bonnier websites sometimes may offer contests,
sweepstakes, or promotions that are sponsored by or co-sponsored with identified third parties. By virtue of
their sponsorship, these third parties may obtain personally-identifying information that visitors voluntarily
submit to them in order to participate in the contest, sweepstakes, or promotion. If a third-party sponsor
beyond our control will obtain information that you supply us, we will notify you at the time we collect the
information from you. Some of our websites contain links to other sites. By clicking on these links, you will
leave the website operated by Bonnier and this Privacy Policy will no longer apply. How we use the
information we collect We use the personally-identifying information that you provide us to fulfill your
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requests for our products, programs, and services, to respond to your inquiries about offerings, and to offer
you other products, programs, or services that we believe may be of interest to you. We sometimes use this
information to communicate with you, such as to notify you when you have won one of our contests, when we
make changes to subscriber agreements, to fulfill a request by you for an online newsletter, or to contact you
about your account with us. We do not use your personal information to make automated decisions. We may
syndicate the publicly available content of our community areas to unaffiliated third-party websites, using
RSS or other technologies. The information you have shared in the community areas may be included in this
syndication. We will use the personally-identifying information that you provide about others in order to
provide the products or services that you have requested; for example, to enable us to send them your gifts or
cards. These lists will never contain sensitive information. If you do not wish for your e-mail or postal address
to be shared with companies not owned by Bonnier who want to market products or services to you, you have
the opportunity to opt out, as described below. You may also opt out of the receipt of any marketing materials
from Bonnier as described below. We may transfer your sensitive personally-identifying information to other
Bonnier offices for internal management and administrative purposes. In addition, your personal data will be
transferred to other Bonnier offices where necessary for the performance or conclusion of our contractual
obligations to you or for your benefit. Transfers of personally-identifying information may also be made
where necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims. We do not transfer personal
information internationally. Bonnier will only share your sensitive personal information with outside
companies or individuals in any of the following limited circumstances: When we use trusted businesses or
persons to process personal information on our behalf. Before sharing any personal information with outside
parties, we require that these parties agree to process such information based on our instructions and in
compliance with this Privacy Policy and any other appropriate confidentiality and security measures. Before
we share your sensitive personal information outside of the previously listed circumstances, we will ask you
for permission first. Please note that this only applies to sensitive information, as defined above. We may also
use, transfer, sell, and share aggregated, anonymous data about our users for any legal purpose, such as
analyzing usage trends and seeking compatible advertisers and partners. In no event will this aggregated data
contain any information that could be used to identify individual users of our products or services. How we
protect the safety and integrity of the information we collect We take appropriate physical, electronic, and
procedural measures to safeguard and protect your personal information. We use a variety of security
measures, including encryption and authentication, to maintain the confidentiality of your personal
information. We store your personal information on systems behind firewalls that are only accessible to a
limited number of persons, each of whom is required to keep the information confidential. When you transmit
sensitive personal information to us, like credit card information, we offer the use of a secure connection to
our servers. To the extent you select the secure connection method or your browser supports such
functionality, all credit card account information that you supply is transmitted via secure encryption
technology. We will provide notice if we become aware of any security breach that may affect any sensitive
personal information pertaining to you that we have stored on our systems. Bonnier employees, agents, and
contractors who have access to personally-identifying information are required to protect this information in a
manner that is consistent with this Privacy Policy and may not use the information for any purpose other than
to carry out the services they are performing for Bonnier. These individuals are bound by confidentiality
obligations and may be subject to discipline, including termination and criminal prosecution, if they fail to
meet these obligations. Bonnier only collects personal information that is relevant to the purposes for which it
will be used. Though we do take appropriate steps to review and update the information that we store to ensure
that it is accurate, complete, and current, we also depend on you to update or correct your personal information
when necessary. You may correct or delete any or all of the personal information you have provided to us at
any time. Many of our websites provide means to review and update the personal information that you have
provided on that website. To inquire about personally identifiable information that Bonnier has collected about
you, or about other ways to correct factual errors in that information, please send us an e-mail at privacy
bonniercorp. Do not use this email address to send questions about your subscription. To protect your privacy
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and security, we will take reasonable steps to help verify your identity before granting access or making
corrections. We will decline to process requests where we cannot verify the identity of the requester. We may
also decline to process requests that are automated, repetitive, systematic, or impractical, or that might
jeopardize the privacy of others. In some limited circumstances, such as to resolve disputes, troubleshoot
problems, and enforce our policies, we may retain some of information that you have requested us to remove.
Therefore, you should not expect that all of your personal information will be completely removed from our
databases in response to your requests. We only use the information we collect for purposes consistent with
this policy. If we propose to use your personal information for purposes beyond that explained in this policy,
we will provide appropriate notice before doing so and we will provide you with the means to opt out of those
uses. We will not use your sensitive personal information for any purposes other than those described in this
Policy unless we have obtained your consent. Your privacy options If you prefer not to receive e-mail
communications from other companies, you may choose to remove yourself from any e-mail lists that we
provide to third parties for marketing purposes by sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. You will
still receive information from Bonnier and its various brands, but we will not share your address information
with anyone else. If you prefer not to receive postal communication from other companies, you may choose to
remove yourself from any postal mailing lists that we provide to third parties for marketing purposes by
sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. Box , Harlan, IA We only want to communicate with you if
you want to hear from us. If you prefer not to be contacted at all, you may opt out of receiving any
communications from us at any time by notifying us at emailoptout bonniercorp. You may also notify us by
sending mail to the following address:
Chapter 7 : Why We Want to Kill You | Walid Shoebat
The most powerfu and authoritative book written on the causes of terrorism. Walid Shoebat, who is a self-confessed,
former Islamic-inspired terrorist, reveals all the reasons why he and his former colleagues commit these acts of violence
and genocide while they 'lay in wait' for the next calendrierdelascience.com this book, Shoebat not only gives insight into
his own thinking but carefully analyzes the.

Chapter 8 : Consent Form | Popular Science
Walid Shoebat, who is a self-confessed, former Islamic-inspired terrorist, reveals all the reasons why he and his former
colleagues commit these acts of violence and genocide while they 'lay in.
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